Key accomplishments of the task force:
   1. Campus outreach and engagement meetings
   2. Subgroup work to disseminate 700 comments; working with subject matter experts from system and campuses
   3. Set process in place to establish better processes for policies and continued improvement.
   4. Task force in touch with legislature
   5. Opportunity to clarify; comments had misunderstandings of policies—policy isn’t always the inefficient, it may be process, etc.

Really good start on streamlining policy/procedure continue to look at policies

Solutions: Recommendation #1: limit when changes of policies/procedures/forms to 2x a year
#5: Developed a U policy webpage; more robust than previous. Goal is to have one place to find every U policy including search tool
#10: Eliminate unnecessary policies and get rid of policies when acknowledged
#11: Cell phone—streamlining paperwork to get cell phone
#12: Increasing $ amount to OF forms
#15: Eliminate controller signage for undocumented a card purchases
#18: $45-5,000 small dollar amount
Alcohol policy—not recommending eliminating policy, but recommended policy office do a more thorough review on procedures and forms for alcohol policy

Where we goin from here: #35 TF continue to work—pres has accepted; #2 follow-up visits
Report is not completion of TF, but a continuation and a road map to continue onto significant change and success “living document”
#20: Find more electronic means of doing things (ie- e-procurement system)
Improvements in the area of training
#27 & 29: There are already state/regent policies that state it; will be another one on graphic standards